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Multiple unmanned air vehicles (UAVs)/unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) heterogeneous cooperation provides a new
breakthrough for the effective application of UAV and UGV. On the basis of introduction of UAV/UGV mathematical model,
the characteristics of heterogeneous flocking is analyzed in detail. Two key issues are considered in multi-UGV subgroups,
which are Reynolds Rule and Virtual Leader (VL). Receding Horizon Control (RHC) with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
is proposed for multiple UGVs flocking, and velocity vector control approach is adopted for multiple UAVs flocking. Then,
multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous tracking can be achieved by these two approaches. The feasibility and effectiveness
of our proposed method are verified by comparative experiments with artificial potential field method.
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1 Introduction
Unmanned air vehicle (UAV) has the advantages of zero
casualties, high-speed overload, good stealth performance,
short operational preparation time, relatively low life-cycle
cost. These advantages increase the capability of high-risk
targets penetration, suppressing enemy air defense, deep
target attacking and dominating the battle space. Unmanned
ground vehicle (UGV) is generally capable of operating
outdoors and over a wide variety of terrain, functioning in
place of humans. Multiple UAVs can be used to cover large
areas searching for targets. However, sensors on UAVs are
typically limited in operating airspeed and altitude, combined with attitude uncertainty, placing a lower limit on
their ability to resolve and localize ground features. UGVs
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on the other hand can be deployed to accurately locate
ground targets, but they have the disadvantage of not being
able to move rapidly or see through such obstacles as
buildings or fences. Therefore, multiple UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous cooperation provides a new breakthrough for
the effective application of UAV and UGV [1–6]. Multiple
UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation scenario can
be shown with Figure 1.
For multiple UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous system, dynamic tracking is a typical problem. The ground moving
target should be positioned dynamically and automatically,
which make the target within the perception of the airborne
camera [7]. Ref. [8] summarizes the two advanced research
projects of about UAV rotorcraft and UGV cooperating in
the battle space currently approved for funding by Defence
R&D Canada. Ref. [9] proposed a cooperative control
framework for a hierarchical UAV/UGV platform for wildfire detection and fighting.
tech.scichina.com
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⎧ r&i = vi ,
⎨
⎩v&i = ui .

Figure 1

Multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation scenario.

In order to realize the multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous coordinated movement, the following control objectives should be satisfied:
(1) The UGV subgroups should be in flocking motion.
(2) The control center receives information from the
UGV subgroups, and sends the central position information
to the UAV subgroups at the same time.
(3) The subgroups of multiple UAVs should follow and
hover over the subgroups of multiple UGVs stably.
The constraints of the heterogeneous movements are
as follows:
(1) The subgroups of multiple UGVs could satisfy the
Reynolds rule [10]: cohesion, separation, and alignment. In
this way, the flocking movement can be realized.
(2) The subgroups of multiple UAVs could receive the
changing position center information of the UGV subgroups, and follow the movements of multiple UGVs.
(3) The subgroups of multiple UAVs should avoid collisions during flight.
In this work, we present a Receding Horizon Control
(RHC) approach for multiple UGVs, and velocity vector
control approach for multiple UAVs. Multiple UAVs and
UGVs heterogeneous tracking can be achieved by these
approaches. The feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed method are verified by comparative experiments with
artificial potential field method.

(1)

For i=1,…, NumUGV, ri =(xi, yi) is the position vector of
the ith UGV, vi=( x&i , y&i ) is the velocity vector, and ugi=(uxi,
uyi) is the control input. Thus the state vector of the ith UGV
can be defined as xUGVi=(xi, yi, x&i , y&i )T.
In the multiple UAVs flocking motion without a leader,
all the UGVs have the same status, thus the velocity of the
whole group is random when a stable and coordinated motion is achieved [11–15]. In this paper, a virtual UGV acting
as a virtual leader (VL) is adopted to lead the whole UGV
group to move in the right direction. The VL is a simulation
of the instructions sent by the control center, and then received by each UGV. Since the VL will not be broken down,
the instructions of the control center can be ensured to be
executed by the UGV group. The motion equations of the
VL are the same as those of the other UGVs, as shown in eq.
(1), and its state vector is xvl=( xvl , yvl , x&vl , y& vl )T, where rvl
=(xvl, yvl) and vvl=( x&vl , y& vl ).
In the heterogeneous coordinated motion, the UAV
group will follow the UGV group. The state vector of the jth
UAV is: xUGVj=(vj, γj, χj, xj, yj, zj)T for j=1,…, NumUAV,
and its control inputs are thrust Tj, load factor nj and bank
angle μj. The following equations are adopted as the dynamic model of UAV:
v& = g[(T − D) / W − sin γ ],
γ& = ( g / v)(n cos μ − cos γ ),
χ& = ( gn sin μ ) / (v cos γ ),
x& = v cos γ cos χ ,
y& = v cos γ sin χ ,

(2)

z& = −v sin γ ,

where v is the airspeed of UAV, γ is the flight path angle, χ
the flight path heading, x, y, and z denote the position, g
denotes the acceleration of gravity, D denotes the drag, and
W denotes the weight.

3 Multiple UGVs coordinated control based on
RHC

In multiple UAV/UGV heterogeneous coordinated motion,
UAVs and UGVs are all considered as particles. UGVs are
moving on a plane, and the status variable of UGVi is

The initial speed and direction of each UGV in the group
are different from each other, the designed controller should
make the UGVs gradually meet Reynolds rule in the motion
of following the VL, the effect of multi-UGV cooperative
movement must be achieved. For the ith UGV, the control
input is: ugi=( u xi , u yi ), i=1,2,…, NumUGV. The control

xUGVi=(xi, yi, x&i , y&i )T, i=1,2,…, NumUGV. The emotion
equation can be expressed according to the following dynamics:

input of the whole UGV group can be defined as
UUGV=(ug1,ug2,…,ugNumUGV)={UUGV(t) ｜ ∀ t ∈ [0,T]}, and
the state of the whole UGV group is XUGV=(xUGV1, xUGV2,…,

2 UAV/UGV mathematical model
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xUGVNumUGV)∈ ℜ4× NumUGV . Thus the multi-UGV motion
equations can be described as

X& UGV (t ) = f (t , X UGV (t ), U UGV (t )).

t

X UGV (t ) = X UGV (0) + ∫ f (τ , X UGV (τ ), U UGV (τ ))dτ .
0

(4)

If the initial states are definite, XUGV(t) can only be obtained
by UUGV, which can be also expressed by XUGV(t︱UUGV).
In the research on flocking conducted by Tanner and
Olfati-Saber [16, 17], the cohesion and separation rules of
Reynolds are satisfied by designing a proper artificial potential field. Each UGV matches its velocity to its neighbors,
and the alignment rule can be fully satisfied. For the flocking motion following a VL, the control input of each
UGV(ui, i=1, 2, …, NumUGV) will include an additional
part to coordinate its position and velocity with the VL.
There are complexities and diversities of control objectives in the movement of multiple UGVs heterogeneous
movement, which orient the optimal control strategy from
the unconstrained quadratic optimization problem to multiobjective optimization problem. RHC has been proved to be
more successfully optimized online in a dynamic environment, which is based on the simple idea of repetitive solution of an optimal control problem and state updating after
the first input of the optimal command sequence. The main
idea of RHC is the online receding/moving optimization. It
breaks the global control problem into several local optimization problems of smaller sizes, which can significantly
decrease the computing complexity and computational expense. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population
based stochastic optimization technique, which is inspired
by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. It is
demonstrated that PSO can find better results in a faster,
cheaper way compared with other methods. Hybrid RHC
and PSO approach is developed for multiple UGVs movement in this work.
Consider searching space with n dimensions, the particle
population is m, and the position of the ith particle can be
expressed with Xi=(Xi1, Xi2, L Xin), and the velocity is Vi =
(Vi1,Vi2, L Vin). The current best solution is Pi = (Pi1,
Pi2, L Pin), and the global best solution is Pi = (Pi1,
Pi2, L Pin). For the tth generation, the position and velocity
updating rule can be expressed as follows:
Vi (t + 1) = χ ⋅ (Vi (t ) + c1 ⋅ r1 ⋅ ( Pi (t ) − X i (t )) + c2 ⋅ r2 ⋅ ( Pg (t ) − X i (t ))),
X i (t + 1) = X i (t ) + Vi (t + 1),

can be expressed as follows:
min J = f ( X UGV , U UGV ; tc , Tp )
u

(3)

Let XUGV(0)=X0UGV represent the initial state of the
UGV group, then the state at any time t∈(0, T] can be
determined by the following equation:
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J =∫
subject

to

tc + Tp
tc

F ( X UGV , U UGV )dt

X& UGV = f (t , X UGV , U UGV )

⎡X
⎤
LLUGV ≤ ⎢ UGV ⎥ ≤ ULUGV
U
⎣ UGV ⎦

where tc is control horizon, Tp is predictive horizon, and tc ≤
Tp; LLUGV and ULUGV denote the upper and lower bound
respectively.
The topology of the wireless network connecting the
UGVs is an adjacency graph G={V, E} [16, 17]. The set of
vertices V={n1, n2, … ,nNumUGV} represent the UGVs and the
set of edges E ={(ni,nj)∈V×V∣ni–nj} represent the adjacency relation between the UGVs. Let A=(aij) denote the
adjacency matrix of G, then aij≠0 ⇔ (i, j)∈E, and A is
symmetric, AT=A. Let Ni denote the set of the UGVs that are
adjacent to the ith UGV:
N i = { j ∈ V : aij ≠ 0} = { j ∈ V : (i, j ) ∈ E}.

(7)

Let RUGV represent the maximum detecting range of a
UGV, and RUGV > 0, thus Ni can be described as

{

}

N i = j ∈ V : ri − rj ≤ RUGV ,

(8)

where || ⋅ || is the Euclidean norm. Then, for RUGV＞0, the
set of edges E can be described as

E = {(i, j ) ∈ V × V : ri − rj < RUGV , i ≠ j}.

(9)

(1) Potential cost.
A potential field is established between UGVs in order that the cohesion and separation rules
can be satisfied. The potential function between UGVi and
UGVj is Vij (see Figure 2). Vij is a nonnegative, differentiable
and unbounded function of the distance ri − rj . Vij obtains
its unique minimum when the distance ri − rj
sired distance dUGV.

(5)

where r1 and r2 are two independent random numbers between (0,1); c1 and c2 are two learning factors; χ is a constant number between (0,1). The objective function for RHC

(6)

Figure 2 The curve of the potential function Vij.

is the de-
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1
∑∑ψ ( ri − rj ).
2 i j ≠i

(10)
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with its neighboring flockmate to satisfy the alignment rule.
The consensus cost is defined as

In this work, we adopt the potential function introduced
by Reza, and define the σ-norm [16] as follows:
x

=

σ

1⎡
1+ ξ x
ξ ⎢⎣

2

− 1⎤ ,
⎥⎦

(11)

where, the constant ξ > 0. The gradient of σ-norm can be
expressed by

σ ξ ( x) =

x
1+ ξ x

2

=

x
1+ ξ x

.

(12)

σ

According to the definition of σ-norm, Vij can also be rewritten as Vσ ij:
V σ ij =

When

ri − rj

1
∑∑ψ α ( ri − rj
2 i j ≠i

σ

).

(13)

≥ RUGV, the following function of

φα( ri − rj ) is introduced [17]:

ϕα ( ri − rj ) = ρ h ( ri − rj / RUGV σ )ϕ ( ri − rj − d UGV ),
1
2

ϕ ( x) = [(a + b)σ 1 ( x + c) + (a − b)],

(14)

where σ 1 ( x) = x / 1 + x 2 ; a, b, c satisfy b≥a>0, c=
a −b

4ab , and φ(0)=0.
x ∈ [0, h),
⎧1
⎪
⎛ ( x − h) ⎞ ⎤
⎪1 ⎡
ρ h ( x) = ⎨ ⎢1 + cos ⎜ π
⎟ ⎥ x ∈ [h,1],
⎝ (1 − h) ⎠ ⎦
⎪2 ⎣
⎪ 0
otherwise,
⎩

(15)

where h∈(0,1).

ψα( ri − rj ) and φα( ri − rj ) satisfy the following equation:

ψ α ( ri − rj ) = ∫

ri − r j
d UGV

ϕα ( s )ds.

(16)

Then, the collective potential cost of the whole UGV group
can be described as
Fpotential =

NumUGV

∑ ∑ ϕα ( r − r
i =1

j∈N i

i

j σ

)nij ,

(17)

where nij=σξ (rj-ri).
The UGVs will maneuver to lower the collective potential, until the group converges to a stable and coordinated
flocking motion, which has the lowest collective potential.
(2) Consensus cost.
Each UGV will match its velocity

Fconsensus =

NumUGV

∑ ∑a
i =1

j∈N i

ij

(r )(v j − vi ) ,

(18)

where aij(r) in the adjacent matrix A can be obtained by
aij ( r ) = ρ h ( rj − ri

σ

RUGV

σ

) ∈ [ 0,1] ,

j ≠ i.

(19)

When the multiple UGVs match their velocities with
neighbors, the consensus cost of the whole group will be
lowered. When a stable flocking motion is achieved, the
consensus cost Fconsensus is close to zero.
(3) Following cost.
All the UGVs should regulate
their motions to follow the VL, thus the following cost is
defined as
Ffollow =

NumUGV

∑
i =1

c1 (ri − rvl ) + c2 (vi − vvl ) ,

c1 , c2 > 0. (20)

In the multiple UGVs flocking motion, each UGV follows a VL, and the UGVs will regulate their velocity according to the position and velocity of the VL to lower the
following cost.
Finally, the cost function of RHC can be described as

F ( X UGV , U UGV ) = Fpotential + Fconsensus + Ffollow .

(21)

This cost function will be used as the total objective function, which can be optimized by PSO algorithm. The solution is the optimal control input of each UGV, which will
lower the cost value of the whole group gradually, and lead
to a coordinated flocking motion.

4 Multiple UGVs coordinated control based on
velocity vector control
According to the heterogeneous mission requirements, the
multiple UAV subgroups need stability in the movement to
follow and hover over the multiple UGVs, and each UAV
should avoid collision during flight. In this way, the multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous coordinated movement
is formed.
According to the control input uai=(Ti, ni, μi), where i=1,
2, …, NumUAV, Ti denotes the thrust of UAVi, ni denotes
the overload, and μi denotes the banking angle. The input
control vector can be expressed with UUAV=(ua1, ua2, …,
uaNumUAV)={UUAV(t)｜ ∀ t ∈ [0,T]}, and the state vector can
be defined as XUAV=(xUAV1, xUAV2,…, xUAVNumUAV) ∈

ℜ6× NumUAV . Then, the dynamics for UAV can be written as
follows:
X& UGV (t ) = f (t , X UGV (t ), U UGV (t )).

(22)

The control policy of changing the control input of UUAV
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into velocity vector UUAV can ensure that all agents eventually
align with each other and have a common heading direction
while at the same time avoid collisions and group into a tight
formation [18], and ν c = (ν c1 ,ν c 2 , …,ν c NumUAV) . The velocity vector ν ci of UAVi includes velocity vci, banking angle γci, and yaw angle χci, i.e. ν ci =(vci, γci, χci). Suppose the
velocity vector satisfies the following equations:
v&ci = ωv (vci − vi ),
γ&ci = ωγ (γ ci − γ i ),

(23)

χ& ci = ωχ ( χ ci − χ i ),
where ωv, ωγ and ωχ are gain constants corresponding to
velocity, banking angle and yaw angle respectively.
According to eqs. (2) and (23), the thrust Tci can be obtained as follows:
Tci = Di + ωvWi (vci − vi ) g + Wi sin γ i .

(24)

The overload nci can be expressed with
nci = (ωγ vi (γ ci − γ i ) + cos γ i ) 2 + (ωχ vi ( χ ci − χ i ) cos γ i g ) 2 .

(25)
The pitch angle μci can be expressed with
⎛ ωχ vi ( χ ci − χ i ) cos γ i g ⎞
.
⎜ ω v (γ − γ ) + cos γ ⎟⎟
i
i ⎠
⎝ γ i ci

μci = arctan ⎜

April (2011) Vol.54 No.4
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ν ai is pointing to UAVi along the UAVj (see Figure 3).
The weight coefficient ca of collision avoidance is decided by the distance daij between two UAVs and the security collision distance davoid, which can be expressed by

ca = exp( daij − d avoid σ a ),

(29)

where σa > 0, and 0 < ca < 1.
(2) Track hovering velocity vector.
Multiple UAVs
subgroup can receive messages from the control center, and
position the center of UGV subgroups. Suppose the minimum hovering velocity of UAV is vmin, the hovering velocity is ωcircle, and the minimum hovering radius can be expressed by rcircle= vmin ωcircle . The track hovering velocity
vector depends on the distance dtci between UAVi and the
center C in the horizontal direction.
Case 1. When dtci > 3rcircle, UAVi is far away from
multi-UGV subgroups, the vector ν tci may maintain the
current velocity value or increase a little. The direction
points to the center C of multi-UGV subgroups (see Figure 4,
marked with ★).
Case 2. When dtci ≤ 3rcircle, UAVi hovers in the vicinity
of multi-UGVs with ν tci . When the direction and speed of
UAVi are the same with the multiple UGV subgroups, we
can determine whether UAVi follows the center C. If yes,

(26)

The resistance Di can be obtained according to the following equation:
Di = 0.5vi 2 SCD0 + 2kn 2Wi 2 / ( ρ vi 2 S ),

(27)

where S denotes the reference square of UAV, CD0 denotes
zero lift drag coefficient, k denotes the induced drag coefficient, ρ denotes the density of atmosphere.
The corresponding velocity vector can be expressed as
following:

ν ci = caν ai + ctcν tci ,

(28)

where ν ai and ν tci denote collision avoidance vector and
hovering velocity vector respectively, i=1, 2, …, NumUAV,
ca and ctc are the corresponding weight coefficients, and 0 <
ca < 1, 0 < ctc < 1, ca+ctc=1.
(1) Collision avoidance velocity vector.
Multiple
UAVs hover over multiple UGVs, and collision should be
avoided to ensure safe flight of UAV. The collision avoidance strategy of priority mechanism is adopted in this section. The priority number level is assigned to each UAV in
the multi-UAV groups, and the small number with high
priority, the UAVi with low priority can avoid the UAVj (j <
i) with high priority. The collision avoidance velocity vector
ν ai of the UAVi with low priority can be calculated by the
average velocity of UAVi and UAVj, and the direction of

Figure 3

The collision avoidance velocity vector ν ai of UAVi.

Figure 4 Multiple UAV subgroups hovering over the center C of
multiple UGV subgroups.
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then UAVi continues to hover in the vicinity of multi-UGVs.
Otherwise, UAVi will follow the center C. In the following
process, UAVi maintains the same value or increases a
little, while the direction keeps unanimous with the multiple
UGVs (see Figure. 4). With ν ai and ν tci , the velocity
vector ν ci of UAVi can be obtained by eq. (28), and the
vector command group ν c of multiple UAV subgroup can
also be obtained.
Multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation
process can be illustrated by Figure 5.

5 Experimental results
The feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed method

April (2011) Vol.54 No.4

are verified by series of comparative experiments with artificial potential field method. In the experiments, there are 6
UAVs, 10 UGVs and 1 control center. The initialized parameters of multiple UGV subgroup are set as follows:
dUGV=15, RUGV=1.2dUGV, ξ=0, a=5, b=5, h=0.9, c1=1, c2=1,
Tp=3s, δ=1s, tc=1s. ps=20, wmax=1.2, wmin=0.1, vpmax=4,
pc1= 0.5, pc2=0.5, Ncmax=80.
The initialized parameters of multiple UAV subgroup are
set as follows: ρ=1.25 kg/m3, W=14400 kg, the reference
square=30 m2, Tmax=15000 kg, nmax=7, k=0.1, CD0=0.02,
ωv=1, ωγ=0.2, ωχ=1, g=9.8 m/s2. vmin=100 m/s, vmax=200
m/s, ωcircle=(π/12) rad/s, ωχmax=(π/9) rad/s, ωγmax=(π/9) rad/s.
davoid=30m, σa=10.
The initialized position of VL in multiple UGV subgroup
is (1020, 1020) m, the initialized velocity is 25 m/s. The
initialized status of multiple UGV subgroup and VL are
shown with Figure 6 (“■” denotes VL).
The initialized status of multiple UAV subgroup is listed
in Table 1, and the initialized status of multiple UAV subgroup is shown with Figure 7 (“●” denotes UAV).
Figure 8 gives the multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation results by using artificial potential field
method.

Figure 6

Figure 5 Flowchart of multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation.

The initialized status of multiple UGV subgroup and VL.

Figure 7

The initialized status of multiple UAV subgroup.
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The initialized status of multiple UAV subgroup
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6 Conclusions

UAV No.

V (m/s)

γ (rad)

χ (rad)

x, y, z (m)

1

120

π/18

0

550, 0, 500

2

120

π/18

0

500, 0, 500

3

120

0

0

0, 500, 500

4

120

0

0

0, 0, 500

5

120

0

0

0, 550, 500

6

120

0

0

0, 50, 500

Figure 8 gives the multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation results by using artificial potential field
method.
Figure 9 gives the multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation results by the hybrid method proposed in this paper.
The results in Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that the proposed approach in this paper can guarantee stable convergence, robust tracking, and high efficiency. It clearly shows
the superiority of the proposed algorithm over the traditional artificial potential field method. Simulations with different conditions are also conducted to verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed controller.

Multiple UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous cooperation provides
a new breakthrough for the effective application of UAV
and UGV [19, 20]. This paper proposed a RHC approach
for multiple UGVs, and a velocity vector control approach
for multiple UAVs, and multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous tracking can be achieved by these two approaches.
The superiority of our proposed method is also verified by
comparative experiments with artificial potential field
method. Our future work will focus on applying the new
approach proposed in this paper to real-world multiple
UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous cooperation. In a real-time
application, it is difficult to neglect solution times for the
optimization algorithm that must be run at every step.
However, with faster computers and improved technology,
the proposed approach can be a good candidate for real-time
formation control of multiple UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous
cooperation under various complicated environments. Furthermore, bio-inspired intelligence [21] also provides a
novel way for multiple UAVs/UGVs heterogeneous cooperation.

Figure 8 Multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation results by using artificial potential field method. (a) Traces of multiple UAVs and UGVs
heterogeneous cooperation; (b) traces of multiple UGV subgroup before 150 s; (c) traces of multiple UAV subgroup before 150 s.

Figure 9 Multiple UAVs and UGVs heterogeneous cooperation results by the hybrid method proposed in this paper. (a) Traces of multiple UAVs and
UGVs heterogeneous cooperation; (b) traces of multiple UGV subgroup following VL before 150 s; (c) Traces of multiple UAV subgroup before 150 s.
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